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2019 Association of Air Medical Services Awards

Learn more about 2019 award winners online where you can see their photos, watch videos, and more at www.aams.org/awards.

Excellence in Community Service Award
For leadership in critical care stress management and efforts in creating the MedFlight Peer Animal Assisted Wellness Support Program (PAWS)
Debi Hastilow, RN, EMT-P, CMTE
MedFlight of Ohio
Sponsored by PHI Air Medical

Excellence in Transport Leadership Award
Recognizes a superior transport leader
Debbie Boudreaux, MSN, RN
Cook Children’s Teddy Bear Transport
Sponsored by Bell

Neonatal & Pediatric Transport Award of Excellence
For significant contributions to overall enhancement of neonatal/pediatric transport patient care
Air St. Luke’s Maternal Child Team
Sponsored by Airborne Transport Incubators, a Division of International Biomedical Ltd.

Critical Care Ground Award of Excellence
For excellence in a dedicated critical care ground service
Robert Nolan
Med-Trans Corporation, EagleMed 797
Sponsored by International Board of Specialty Certification (IBSC)
Fixed Wing Award of Excellence
For excellence in a dedicated fixed wing service
Alberta Health Services EMS Air Ambulance
Sponsored by LifePort

Jim Charlson Safety Award
For outstanding contributions to transport safety
Michael Benton
VyClimb Consulting
Sponsored by AIRBUS

AIRBUS Vision Zero Aviation Safety Award
For achieving and promoting a higher level of safety in air medical services
University of Mississippi Medical Center AirCare
Sponsored by AIRBUS

Barbara A. Hess Research & Education Award
For outstanding contributions in research and education
Jacqueline C. Stocking, PhD, MBA, MSN, NEA-BC, CMTE CEN, CFRN, FP-C, CCP-C, RN, NREMT-P
University of California Davis Health, Air Medical Journal
Sponsored by AAMS

Transport Mechanic's Award of Excellence
For significant contributions to the safe operation of medical transport vehicles
Mark Hannon
Carilion Clinic Life-Guard, Med-Trans Corporation
Sponsored by Leonardo Helicopters

Marriott-Carlson Lifetime Achievement Award
For outstanding contributions to the emergency medical transport community
Helenka Marcinek, MD
AirLink Critical Care Transport, Med-Trans Corporation
Sponsored by Bell
Program of the Year Award
For an outstanding and exemplary program
HealthNet Aeromedical Services
Sponsored by AIRBUS

Practice clinical and critical thinking skills in an authentic environment with this all-new ASTNA resource!

**Book features**
- Chapters include principles of simulation, curriculum development, effective evaluation tools, feedback development and delivery, debriefing tools, and how to build your own scenarios
- Includes 42 scenarios, with a variety of patient types, transport situations, and high-impact, low-frequency encounters
- Many simulations include radiographs and/or advanced imaging studies
- Scenarios are presented in a standard format, including learning objectives, the complete list of equipment needed, detailed history and patient information, a timed scenario progression, and debrief topics and questions

**Other benefits of simulation training**
- Emphasizes patient and transport team safety
- Provides training for low-volume, high-risk patient transports
- Offers practice for transport emergencies
- Improves “nontechnical” skills such as leadership, situational awareness, teamwork, and decision making

For more information visit astna.org